ICLC Literature Kept Out

The unique impact of Labor Committee organizing which evoked Woodcock's hysterical response last night is the spectre haunting Rockefeller's agents in Rome. ICLC members and IPS representatives in Rome were attacked immediately after they arrived at the conference and began distributing a leaflet, "Cannibals Organize World Food Conference Farce." Police confiscated copies of the leaflet and Nuova Solidarieta, Italian language edition of New Solidarity, the International newspaper of the ICLC and National Caucus of Labor Committees published in six languages, and they violently beat ICLC organizers and forced them into police cars to be taken to police headquarters.

The ICLC literature identified Rockefeller's World Food Conference flunkies organizing for the Second Great Oil Hoax and mass starvation and called on the Soviet Union and workers' states to upset Rockefeller's plans for involving the socialist bloc and underdeveloped countries as his left cover for mass starvation.

DUTZ CAPITULATES TO ROCKEFELLER'S FOOD CONTROL

Nov. 4 (IPS)--At a Brussels press conference yesterday, U.S. Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz reportedly capitulated to State Department demands concerning his role at the United Nations World Food Conference. Butz, who officially heads the U.S. delegation, called for the establishment of a new "world food agency" along the same lines proposed by the U.N.'s Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO).

The Rockefeller Foundation-authored FAO proposal would establish a supranational agency allowing the Rockefeller cabal fingertip control over world food supplies.

Butz' cave-in followed a week of lengthy State Department "consultations" with Agriculture officials, who have been terrorized by rumors of a major "reorganization" by the Ford Administration in which the USDA and other recalcitrant holdovers from the Nixon era will be purged.

The original USDA position paper on the food conference, which was blacked out by most of the national press, actually denies the existence of any "Malthusian crisis" and points out the potential for increasing world food output. The Rockefellers have counted on press created hysteria over "unavoidable" food shortages as the justification for setting up the fascist food control apparatus. Butz' ability to expose the Zero Growth quackery of Lester Brown and other new Malthusians threatened to blow Rockefeller's whole game.

While briefing Agriculture Department officials on Rockefeller's plans for the world food conference last week, the U.S. Labor Party discovered widespread disgruntlement among bureaucratic layers over Nelson Rockefeller's seizure of the government. As a result, the Labor Party's Washington, D.C., branch has targeted the USDA along with several Congressmen for an extended organizing campaign.
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